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Hello!

from the city of ancient amateur astronomers!
Motivating Oneself to Start

Meet Stellar Lab

Founded in 2018 by Halil Bagis.

The One and Only Digital Astronomy Library in Türkiye

Digital Contents, Educations, Events & Projects

Lavinya İpek Özer
Our youngest teammate
Astronomi
Hepimize İyi Gelecek

Stellar Lab
The M7.8 and M7.5 Kahramanmaraş Earthquake Sequence struck near Nurdağı, Turkey (Türkiye) on February 6, 2023.
Astronomy in Challenging Times

We visited 5 different cities, trained 50 teachers and carried out activities with 2 thousand students. (Hatay, 2023)
Exploring the Universe with Printable Content!
Our Projects

Numerous activities and initiatives were conducted online throughout the COVID epidemic.

Over 300 families from 72 different cities created astronaut suits at home and organized a mission.
Online Courses

Hundreds of people have received training from astronomers, science teachers and space engineers!
In 2020, 30 high school teenagers started an e-journal at Stellar Lab!
Meet Stellar Lab

Website of Stellar Lab for educators, students, and everyone!
Digital Contents & E-Library

- Downloadable Worksheet/Workshop Content
- Online Courses
- Video Contents
- Game and Quiz Online

Download, print and explore! Learn with Digital Tools
Sustainable Development Goals and Astronomy

- Reduced Inequalities
- Sustainable Cities and Communities
- Quality Education
- Gender Equality

Stellar Lab
Sabanci Foundation
Turkey’s Changemakers

Fark Yaratanlar

Sabanci Foundation
Turkey’s Changemakers

Save The Planet Earth

Equality in Education

Women & Girls in Science
Our Focus

How Astronomy Increases Environmental Sensitivity in Younger Generations
Stellar Lab

Stellar Lab is coming soon.
Digital Supported Education Boxes

Original and Qualified
Explore Universe

Space Zone

Sky Gazer
My Project
E-Library
Sci-Social

Products Integrated with Mobile Application
Productive Screen Time for Kids and Teens

Stellar Lab
We welcome working together!

Joint events, collaborations and more!

Stellar Lab
I appreciate your presence and attention.

Stellar Lab